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Students ‘take
back the night’
Robert Guimond
Staff Writer

Sexual assault awareness
month is October or April for
many college campuses across
the nation.
Programs and
events are organized in an effort
to raise awareness and stop
sexual assault. On Oct. 7, Take
Back the Night was held to raise
awareness at Hope College.
Take Back the Night is
sponsored
and
organized
by Hope’s Women’s Issues
Organization and Greek Men
Take a Stand.
“On this night we literally
‘take back’ our campus and
make visible and audible our
opposition to any form of
hurtful behavior,” said Julie
Kipp, a Hope College professor
and participant in the event.
It is a candlelight vigil
through Hope’s campus with
stops during the procession so
that faculty and students can
speak. During the walk, they
read speeches, tell stories and
recognize places where sexual
assaults have occurred.
“Take Back the Night is
not just about educating the
audience and communicating
important information,” Kipp
said. “At this event the notion

of ‘audience’ in some ways
dissolves; what’s at stake is a
sort of communal performance,
where we enact our intentions
of making Hope a safer place.”
College
campuses
are
promoting awareness because
statistics show that college is
when sexual assaults are most
prevalent. One in four women
in college are sexually assaulted
and women between the ages of
18 and 24 are most likely to be
raped.
Studies show that every
year between 400,000 and
600,000 women are raped. It
is estimated, however, that
only about one-third of rapes
are reported. About every two
minutes a person is sexually
assaulted.
“People should participate in
Take Back the Night because it’s
an important forum for raising
awareness and providing healing
for survivors of sexual assault
on Hope’s campus,” said Rachel
Anderson (’11), a participant
in the vigil. “It shows students
and faculty, men and women,
all coming together to say that
the kinds of things that have
happened here before are not
acceptable and will not be
tolerated here again.”

Record breaker

Photo by Ann Green

2,307 strong— DeVos Fieldhouse hosted a Division III volleyball record setting crowd
on Oct. 17. The Dutch lost to rival Calvin College 2-3.

The act of students coming
together is an important
aspect of rape awareness, and
everyone, men and women,
faculty and students, is
encouraged to participate in
raising awareness.
Greek Men Take a Stand, a
coalition of Hope’s fraternities,
was formed along these lines.
Their message is that men
have a responsibility in raising
awareness too, and men should
hold each other accountable

Dog brings calculus to life
Amy Soukup

Campus News Editor

Many describe dogs as a man’s
(or a woman’s) best friend, but
Hope College math professor,
Tim Pennings, discovered that
dogs may also be the calculus
student’s best friend.
Soon after getting his dog
Elvis, a Welsh-Corgi, in 2001,
Pennings was playing fetch
with him on the beach of Lake
Michigan.
As Pennings threw the
ball into the water, he noticed
something
interesting
and
mathematical about the path
Elvis took to get to the ball.
Pennings saw that Elvis knew
that the shortest route is not
always the quickest.
After further experiments and
calculating, Pennings realized
that as Elvis ran along the beach,
he chose the exact point to start

swimming
that made the
quickest route
to the ball.
Penning s
published his
findings
in
“The College
Mathematical
Journal” and
since then, he
and Elvis have
been included
Elvis the Welsh-Corgi mathematician
in
several
newspapers and publications semester, Pennings is travelling
including the Chicago Tribune, with Elvis, giving talks and
the Baltimore Sun, the World presentations at schools and
Almanac for Kids, Ripley’s locations around the country.
Believe It or Not, and even some
Though Elvis has gained some
international publications. The national and international fame,
pair was also asked to appear on he still makes many appearances
“The Ellen Degeneres Show” and on Hope’s campus.
recently made an appearence on
“I bring him to class with me
CNN.
all the time,” Pennings said. “I
While on sabbatical this
see ELVIS, page 2
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to help reduce sexual assaults
on campus.
Another sexual assault
awareness
movement
on
campus is Greek Women:
Making the Ideal Real.
“(It is) an initiative to
encourage women in sororities
to live up to their creeds.
We believe that there’s much
more to sorority life than
stereotypes,” said Anna Pillot
(’09), a participating member
of Greek Women: Making the

See full story on page 11.
Ideal Real.
Greek Women encourages
women to make responsible
decisions.
“It’s still possible to have a
good time without degrading
yourself by dressing up in
skimpy clothes,” said Pillot.
The
Women’s
Issues
Organization is also running
a clothesline project and
the
‘Vagina
Monologues’
next semester to further
awareness.

Hope student recovers in
Ann Arbor hospital
Karen Patterson

Assistant Sports Editor

On Oct. 10, 2008, Hope
student Ryan Sheets (’08) was
involved in a serious vehicle
accident when a MAX bus hit
the car Sheets was driving.
Sheets was transported by
helicopter to the University of
Michigan Hospital in Ann Arbor,
where hospital staff worked to
stabilize Sheets and assess his
injuries.
Initially, Sheets was kept
sedated to allow his brain to heal.
Four days after the accident, he
underwent surgery to place a
tracheotomy tube and a stomach
tube for nutrition.
In the first week of his
recovery,
Sheets
showed
significant
improvement,
blinking in response to voices

Heart Raid— Silent art auction and live music responds to HIV/AIDS crisis
Page 5
Got a story idea? Let us know at anchor@hope.edu, or call us at 395-7877.

and even waving “hi” when some
Hope students made the trip to
visit him. While his response
to those around him has been
positive, Sheets still has a long
road to a full recovery.
The hospital staff has
been working hard to keep
the pressure on his brain at a
consistent level, allowing for a
quicker recovery. He has been
undergoing CT scans almost
daily, but despite what seems
to be a grim situation, Sheets is
making excellent progress.
The
Hope
community
has been reaching out to the
Sheets family; several students
have mailed cards, some even
traveling to Ann Arbor to visit
Ryan and his family. Students
can read daily updates from the
Sheets family at carepages.com.

Golf Season Summaries— Fall seasons
close with MIAA tournaments
Page 12
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This Week at Hope
Wednesday
Oct. 22
Evangelical Does Not Equal
Republican...or Democrat
Dimnent Chapel, author Lisa Sharon
Harper, poet Jonathan Walton and
musician Tracy Howe, 7-8:30 p.m.

Thursday
Oct. 23
C.S. Lewis and the Christian
Imagination
Martha Miller Center 135, British
scholar Michael Ward, 4 p.m.

Friday
Relay for Life

Oct. 24

Pine Grove, 7 p.m. Fri. until 7 a.m.
Sat., live music, free food and games

Saturday
Oct. 25
Anishnabek Nodin Traditional
Pow Wow, “Honoring Water”
Holland Civic Center, Grand entries
and panel discussion, 11 a.m.- 9 p.m.

Sunday
Faculty Recital

Oct. 26

Wichers Auditorium, flute recital, 3
p.m.

Monday
Oct. 27
Intellectual Hospitality: Why
Christians Should Make Room
for New, and even Strange,
Ideas
Maas Auditorium, World Christian
Lecture Series with Dr. Richard
Mouw, 4 p.m.
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Relay brings time to remember
Emily West

Campus News Editor

The Hope College chapter of
Relay for Life is preparing for
its sixth annual 12-hour relay,
which will take place from Friday,
Oct. 24 at 7 p.m. to Saturday,
Oct. 25 at 7 a.m. The event will
bring relay teams out to the Pine
Grove to walk, remember and
celebrate with this year’s theme
of “Superheroes.”
The Relay for Life student
group is part of Colleges against
Cancer, the collegiate branch of
the American Cancer Society.
Hope’s Relay for Life group
raised about $53,000 last year
and aims to hit $60,000 this year.
Ryan Otterstrom (’10), one
of the Relay for Life co-chairs,
said, “The main thing we are
hoping for is more teams, more
survivors.”
“Relay for Life is an amazing
way to show support and love for
those who have fought and are
fighting the battle of cancer,” cochair Cory Warner (’09) said.
The track for the event is lined
with luminaria bags purchased

in honor of a loved one who has
battled or is battling cancer.
Co-chair Lydia Hurd (’10)
said, “The people you are doing
this for are lighting your way. It
keeps you focused on why you
are there.”
Cancer survivors from the
Holland and Hope communities
take the first lap around the
track. A survivorship banquet
for families and their caretakers
precedes the opening ceremony.
Warner said. “One of the
event’s main priorities is to
honor these survivors and their
caretakers.”
“This year the new thing is the
Fight-Back Ceremony. The point
of this is to motivate people to
get involved in the American
Cancer Society throughout the
year,” Hurd said.
Students looking to get
involved after Relay for Life
is over can join the planning
committee that puts together the
event and plans other campus
events on behalf of the American
Cancer Society.
Hurd said, “Another big part
of the relay is raising awareness.”

The rate of mammograms is
dropping and “if people over 40
aren’t getting them, they can’t
catch (breast cancer).”
The organization is finding
creative ways to actively involve
people throughout the night.
Four-way tug-of-war, buck-buck,
and an ovarian egg hunt are
on the list of planned activities
according to Hurd.
While fun, the event still aims
to have sentimental moments for
the community to come together
and pay tribute to those that have
battled cancer.
“I’m a 13-year survivor; even
now it’s a big deal,” Otterstrom
said.
The co-chairs are optimistic.
“Every year more and more
people come out and more
and more money is raised,”
Otterstrom said.
Warner said, “Relay for Life is
an amazing way to show support
and love for those who have
fought and are fighting the battle
of cancer.”
“All are welcome,” Hurd said,
“We just want people to come,
have fun and remember.”

Tuesday
Oct. 28
Bound in Common Life: nonpartisan election roundtable
Maas Auditorium, Environmental and
Energy Policies, 7 p.m.

In Brief
Shuttle Bus Changes
As of Oct. 14, the shuttle bus
is running a new route, which
focuses on the core campus
and reduces the wait time to
10 minutes. The shuttle bus’s
running hours have also changed
and are now 6 p.m. to 12:20 a.m.
on weekdays and 6 p.m. to 2:20
a.m. on weekends.
Students (in groups of two or
less) who live outside of the core
route can call Campus Safety
(x7770) for a student driver to
pick them up at their place of
residence during the hours of the
shuttle bus. Groups of three or
more should walk together to
the nearest shuttle bus stop. If
students need transport back to
their residence they must meet
a student driver at the Campus
Safety office.

class hosts film
festival
An intercultural and gender
communications class will be
hosting an Intercultural and
Gender Film Festival this week.
The class aims to open up
discussion about these issues.
Oct. 22:
4 p.m. “Born into Brothels”
6 p.m. “XXY”
8 p.m. “Kite Runner”
Oct. 23:
6 p.m. “Mystic Iran, the
Unseen World”
8 p.m. “A Day Without a
Mexican”

Save money.
Save the planet.
Ride the bus.

Amanda’s book smart and street smart. Between her jobs and taking college classes,
she’s always on the run. To get where she needs to go, Amanda takes the bus.
By riding MAX, Amanda’s saving money and doing her part to help preserve the
environment. Student semester passes are just $50, giving you unlimited rides on the
fixed routes all semester long. You can even purchase bus passes online at

www.catchamax.org, or stop by the Padnos Transportation Center at 8th & Lincoln.

Visit MAX at www.catchamax.org

(616) 355-1010

Dog makes
math fun
w ELVIS, from page 1
for me but students seem to
like him. He adds a teddy bear
effect—it makes calculus more
fun.”
After
reading
about
Pennings’s findings, three
mathematicians in France
recreated the experiment with
their own dogs and found the
same result as Pennings.
These experiments take
calculus beyond the classroom
and show that math is not
simply numbers and symbols
on a piece of paper; it’s real
life.
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‘When the West Brings
Civilization Back to Africa’
Karie Luidens

Polls show ‘financial worries’
soar as economy slumps

health conditions.
But this is not the
Can the West “bring civiliza- direction the filmtion back to Africa?” What does makers chose to
it mean for an American to make pursue. Instead, the
such a claim, and to believe it? documentary is an
These are the questions that lin- investigation of hugered when the credits rolled on man misunderstanda documentary by communica- ing at its most funtion Professor Ji Hoon Park and damental level. They
Samantha Webbert (’09), which show us that we can
Photo courtesy of Hope College
premiered Saturday night, Oct. applaud
diversity
world
traveler—
Samantha Web18, at the Knickerbocker Theatre. and human equalbert poses with a resident of Nkuv in
Park and Webbert produced ity and denounce
Cameroon this past May.
the full-length film this past stereotypes and racspring. Together they docu- ism, but somewhere beneath Webbert and Park’s work.
mented Hope College’s third an- the catchphrases there remain
nual Engineers Without Borders unconscious styles of thinking An American in Nkuv
excursion to the rural village of and behaving that alienate one
Nkuv, Cameroon, far removed group from the other, often in
The journey began when the
from electric grids or running ways too subtle or murky for us students emerged from a long
water. For several weeks, they to understand. This is where the flight into their first Camerooexplored the interactions of the cultural mindset is so engrained nian city and found themselves
Cameroonians who live there in a person that after trying to huddling somewhat lost in a
and the 21 engineering and weed out as much ignorance and crowded street.
nursing students who arrived prejudice as possible, nothing
“Douala definitely challenged
with backpacks in tow, ready to more can be uprooted without the stereotype that all of Africa
lay PVC pipes and lead hygiene tearing apart some piece of the is rural and poor,” Webbert said
workshops.
in the narration. “Nobody reindividual’s identity.
A genuine human connecThere is an expression for ally seemed poor; no one looked
tion seemed to form upon the that startling, confusing pain starving or desperate, no one
group’s arrival in
felt by the world asked us for money. This was
Nkuv as strangtraveler: culture not the stereotype of Africa.”
ers greeted each
That stereotype is one she
shock. To truly
other with jubireconcile one- gleaned from a series of interWe think of Africa
lant grins, dancself to a foreign views on 8th Street in Holland,
as a place for advening, and laughter.
way of life, not in which passersby described
ture.
Throughout their
just in words but Africa as “safaris, jungles, ani—Samantha Webbert
time there, the
in deepest senti- mals,” “starving children,” “civil
(’09)
students rocked
ment, requires unrest,” and “AIDS.”
Of course, the students who
infants adoringly
more than a will
actually
embarked for a distant
in their arms,
and a way. It recontinent
this May intended
talked with women as they quires time, time far longer than
to
approach
their time in Nkuv
turned soil together and enthusi- the three weeks allotted to this
with
a
little
less
naïveté.
astically participated in the daily group’s service trip. In fact, the
“We’re
going
to respect
struggles and celebrations of first few weeks generally reprethe
culture
and
the peothe villagers. Park and Webbert sent, if not the most difficult, at
found plenty of material to craft least the most jarring moment in ple as they are, and not try
a story of positive cross-cultural the process. And this is the mo- to change them,” said enrelationships and improving ment so effectively captured by
see AFRICA, page 4
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WASHINGTON (AP) -- With cans are where they’re losing
little relief in sight, people are their homes.”
getting more anxious about the
The AP-Yahoo News poll,
slumping economy and how it conducted by Knowledge Netaffects them.
works, has repeatedly interThe share of people who be- viewed a group of about 2,000
lieve the country is moving in people since last November in an
the right direction has plunged effort to get a person-by-person
in just a few weeks, from 28 per- view of how the country is reactcent in September to 15 percent ing to the presidential campaign
in October, according to an As- and the events affecting it.
sociated Press-Yahoo News poll
James Haste, 78, of Arvada,
of likely voters that was released Colo., is among those who have
Monday.
watched their retirement savThe magnitude of the finan- ings shrink.
cial meltdown and its impact
In September he said the naon the overall economy is hit- tion was headed in the right
ting people hard
direction. Now
across the social
he is among the
and economic
84 percent who
spectrum.
say it is hurtling
Markets are going to
S t r i k i n g l y,
off track. The
come back, but not
one-third
are
retired engineer
worried about
lists the financial
soon.
losing their jobs,
crisis, the energy
—James Haste
half fret they will
situation and risbe unable to keep
ing unemployup with mortment as the top
gage and credit card payments, problems.
and seven in 10 are anxious that
“Markets are going to come
their stocks and retirement in- back, but not soon,” he said.
vestments are losing value, ac- Banks and other financial incording to the poll.
stitutions “are going to have to
Also, there is widespread dis- write off a lot of bad stuff, and
tress about being able to afford who’s going to take the hit? The
unexpected medical expenses banks can’t do it if they’re going
and children’s college expenses, to stay in business. It’s a slow
and having to postpone retire- process.”
ment because their savings have
A Republican, Haste said he
eroded, the survey found.
sees government bailouts such
“I’m just a normal person try- as the $700 billion plan passed
ing to get by in life,” said Mary by Congress this month and the
Huss, 57, an unemployed so- Treasury Department’s plans
cial worker from Salinas, Calif., to buy shares in major banks as
who is facing cash shortages and necessary evils. Overall, 54 perquestions about how she will pay cent said they approved of the
her medical costs and her teen- rescue plan, 28 percent disapagers’ college expenses. “And yet proved and the rest had no opinI feel fortunate that I’m not in ion.
the place where a lot of Amerisee POLLS, page 4
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Country of Iceland edges near bankruptcy as global financial crisis continues
(AP) This volcanic island near the Arctic Circle is on the brink of becoming the
first “national bankruptcy” of the global
financial meltdown.
Home to just 320,000 people on a territory the size of Kentucky, Iceland has
formidable international reach because
of an outsized banking sector that set out
with Viking confidence to conquer swaths
of the British economy - from fashion retailers to top soccer teams.
The strategy gave Icelanders one of the
world’s highest per capita incomes. But
now they are watching helplessly as their
economy implodes - their currency losing
almost half its value, and their heavily exposed banks collapsing under the weight
of debts incurred by lending in the boom
times.
“Everything is closed. We couldn’t sell
our stock or take money from the bank,”
said Johann Sigurdsson as he left a branch
of Landsbanki in downtown Reykjavik.
The government had earlier announced it had nationalized the bank under emergency laws enacted to deal with
the crisis.
“We have been forced to take decisive
action to save the country,” Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde said of those sweeping

new powers that allow the government to
take over companies, limit the authority
of boards, and call shareholder meetings.
A full-blown collapse of Iceland’s financial system would send shock waves
across Europe, given the heavy
investment by
Icelandic
banks
and
companies
across the
continent.
One of
Iceland’s biggest companies, retailing
investment group
Baugur, owns or has
stakes in dozens of
major European retailers - including enough to make
it the largest private company in Britain,
where it owns a handful of stores such as
the famous toy store Hamley’s.
Kaupthing, Iceland’s largest bank and
one of those whose share trading was
suspended last week to stop a huge selloff, has also invested in European retail
groups.
Thousands of Britons have accounts

with Icesave, the online arm of Landsbanki that regulators said was likely to file
for bankruptcy after it stopped permitting customers to withdraw money from
their accounts Tuesday.
To try
to wrest control
of the spiraling situation,
the government also
loaned
$ 6 8 0
m i l lion to
Kaupthing to tide
it over and
r
e
ld
said it was neHo
a
in
G
gotiating a $5.4 billion
by
c
hi
loan from Russia to shore
ap
Gr
up the nation’s finances.
The speed of Iceland’s downfall
in the week since it announced it was
nationalizing Glitnir bank, the country’s
third largest, caught many by surprise
despite warnings that it was the “canary
in the coal mine” of the global credit
squeeze.
Icelanders are also beginning to question how a relative few were able to gen-

erate the disproportionate wealth - and
associated debt - that Haarde has warned
puts the entire country at risk of bankruptcy.
Iceland’s reinvention from the poor
cousin in Europe to one of the region’s
wealthiest countries dates to the deregulation of the banking industry and the
creation of the domestic stock market in
the mid-1990s.
Those free market reforms turned Iceland from a conservative, inward-looking
country to one of a new generation of
internationally educated young businessmen and women who were determined to
give Iceland a modern profile far beyond
its fishing base.
Entrepreneurs become its greatest export, as banks and companies marched
across Europe and their acquisition wallets were filled by a stock market boom
and a well-funded pension system.
Back home, the average family’s wealth
soared 45 percent in half a decade and
gross domestic product rose at around 5
percent a year.
But the whole system was built on a
shaky foundation of foreign debt.
The country’s top four banks now hold
see ICELAND, page 4
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Polls reflect economic anxiety Hope documentary examines African program
Public approval of both President Bush and Congress has
followed the downward spiral
of financial markets, the survey
showed.
The poll found that 25 percent said they approved of the
way Bush was handling his presidency, down from 32 percent in
August. Remarkably, just 3 percent said they strongly approve
of the job Bush is doing, compared with 51 percent strongly
disapproving.
Just 11 percent said they approved of the job Congress is doing, while virtually no one gave
lawmakers strong approval.
Donna Gasior, 43, a professor at a Detroit-area community
college, said the stock market

tumble is having a “huge effect
because pretty much everyone’s
retirement funds are in the stock
market.” She said she believes
she has time to recoup but her
69-year-old mother “gets a majority of her income just from
investments.”
A Democrat, Gasior said,
“Mismanagement and policies
have really come home to roost
with the economic collapse
we’re seeing. I think things have
been on the wrong track for a
long time.”
The AP-Yahoo News poll
included 841 likely voters, was
conducted from Oct. 3-13, and
has a margin of sampling error
of plus or minus 3.4 percentage
points. Included were interviews
with 373 Democrats, 252 Republicans and 214 independents.

Iceland’s economy crumbles
w ICELAND, from page 3
foreign liabilities in excess of $100
billion, debts that dwarf Iceland’s
gross domestic product of $14 billion.
Those external liabilities mean
the private sector has had great
difficulty financing its debts, such
as the more than $5.25 billion
racked up by Kaupthing in five
years to help fund British deals.
Iceland is unique “because the
sheer size of its financial sector
puts it in a vulnerable situation,
and its currency has always been
seen as a high risk and high yield,”
said Venla Sipila, a senior economist at Global Insight in London.
The krona is suffering in part
from a withdrawal by a falloff
in what are called carry trades where investors borrow cheaply
in a country with low rates, such
as Japan, and invest in a country
where returns, and often risks, are
higher.
After watching the free-fall for
several days, the Central Bank of

Iceland stepped in Tuesday to fix
the exchange rate of the currency
at 175 — a level equal to 131 krona
against the euro.
Haarde said he believed the
measures had renewed confidence
in the system. He also was critical
of the lack of a Europe-wide response to the crisis, saying Iceland
had been forced to adopt an “every-country-for-itself” mentality.
He acknowledged that Iceland’s financial reputation was
likely to suffer from both the crisis
and the response despite strong
fundamentals such as the fishing
industry and clean and renewable
energy resources.
As regular Icelanders begin to
blame the government and market regulators, Haarde said the
banks had been “victims of external circumstances.”
Richard Portes of the London
Business School agreed, noting
the banks were well-capitalized
and had not bought any of the
toxic debt that has brought down
banks elsewhere.

w AFRICA, from page 3

of education. When the locals
disagreed at one point about
gineering
professor
Jeff the methods of implementing
Brown in one of the film’s the water diversion system, the
earlier scenes, as he led engineering experts grow frusa discussion in a Hope class- trated, certain that their own
room months before the trip. plan would be more structurally
Students nodded in agreement sound.
and wrote out lists of ideas for
“Perhaps we don’t expect the
working as respectful partners locals to have opinions because
of the Cameroonians.
we have an implicit sense of suArriving at the
periority,” Webvillage, they dove
bert pondered.
into the commu“We consider
nity with enthuNkuv as a pure,
This documentary
siasm, working
uncontaminathelped me process
alongside villaged place where
my experience in
ers and playing
we get to test
Nkuv.
with their chilour knowledge.”
—Rachel Rees (’09)
dren. NevertheOn a conless, as the weeks
scious level, the
passed after their
students
sincelebratory welcerely viewed
come, many of the Americans their hosts as dignified, equal
grew weary and eager to spend human beings, and wished to retime with each other rather than spect them as such. They demthe Cameroonians they were onstrated an intense desire to be
initially so enthralled by.
politically correct in the midst
Webbert studied the behav- of the sensitive politics of racial
ior of her fellow travelers, and difference and economic disparwas prompted to dig deeper into ity. But bubbling tensions and
their understanding of what was critical probing suggested that
happening around them. Were unwanted mindsets continued
their motives as pure as they be- to play out insidiously below the
lieved them to be?
surface.
“We think of Africa as a
place for adventure,” Webbert
Learning as we go
observed. “We bring our worst
clothes, clothes we can trash
Park and Webbert stress
afterwards. None of the men
that their film is not intended
shave during our time here.”
In other words, without in- to disparage the efforts and the
tentionally labeling Africans as effectiveness of the service prounclean, Americans came an- gram they have observed. To
ticipating dirtiness. (Ironically, the contrary, they celebrate the
the Cameroonians hosting them many ways in which the interacwore their best clothing and tions between Americans and
carefully shaved each morning.) Cameroonians prove successful
Then there was the sense of and enriching for all involved.
intellectual hierarchy derived Speaking to the audience after
from the students’ higher level the screening, Park encouraged

“

“

w POLLS, from page 3

viewers to continue supporting
professors and students as they
step out of their comfort zones,
sacrificing time, finances, and
energy in the hopes of improving others’ quality of life.
Professors Amanda Barton of
the nursing department and Jeff
Brown of the engineering department graciously welcomed
this critical examination of their
work in forming and leading the
program.
“I’m glad we have the opportunity to see these sorts of things
now so we have the chance to
correct them for the next time,”
Barton commented.
“This documentary helped
me process my experience in
Nkuv,” said Rachel Rees (’09),
who traveled to Cameroon this
past May and intends to return
in 2009. “When were the times
that I just quit? At what points
did I put my best foot forward
and at what points did I withdraw into my American group
because I felt more comfortable
there?”
Brown affirmed that the film
itself would be used as a preparatory tool for future participants,
allowing them to visualize and
internalize what their trip would
be like before going.
For some, the journey continues; for other, it has yet to begin. Cross-cultural interaction
will always be a challenge, but
by continuing to study its nuances the program leaders and
participants intend to minimize
culture shock and draw as much
benefit as possible from their
time abroad in the future. The
documentary reminds us that
life is never as simple as we think
it is, even when we already know
that it’s complicated.

October 22, 2008
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Thinking globally, acting locally
Student artists and musicians unite to raise awareness for the HIV/AIDS crisis
Matt Oosterhouse
Copy Editor

On Friday, Oct. 24 from 7
– 11 p.m., Hope College students
and the Holland community will
blend a concern of the heart with
the passion of art via the silent art
auction fundraiser Heart Raid.
Heart Raid, sponsored by
Lemonjello’s, Acting On Aids, InterVarsity, and AED, will feature
live music by Jonathan Y., Troy
Page (’10) and Ross Reynolds
(’10). and works of art by Hope
College students in an effort to
raise funds and awareness within the Hope community for the
global HIV/AIDS crisis.
A donation of $3 will serve as
the cover charge for the event, and
proceeds from that and the silent
auction will go to MAP International’s Health and HIV/AIDS
Policy Office and HIV/AIDS Services, Inc. of Grand Rapids.
Kim Cook (’10), one of the lead
organizers of the event, received
the idea for Heart Raid after attending the Faith and International Development Conference
at Calvin College in February.
“I met a student, Marissa DeHaan, from Trinity Christian College whose social justice group
had done a similar event. I was
really inspired and began talking
with friends at Hope who encour-

Poster art by Nik Burkhart

Art and Awareness — Live music and a silent auction
of student artwork recognize the global AIDS/HIV crisis.
aged me to pursue it,” Cook said.
Cook, who is a nursing major,
realized the feasibility of such a
project especially upon learning
this year’s Critical Issues Symposium theme of global health. She

also served as the student host
for MAP International representative Dr. Peter Okaalet, one of
this year’s CIS keynote speakers.
”It became apparent that
there was a small group of stu-

dents interested in making
something like this happen,”
Cook said. “Since I have a passion for global health and CIS
was focused on that, we decided
to focus on HIV/AIDS.”
Cook and Nik Burkhart (’09)
said that MAP International
and HIV/AIDS Services, Inc.
were chosen to receive the donated funds because they focus
on effective prevention and advocacy within high-risk HIV/
AIDS groups in West Michigan.
Burkhart, who is co–organizing Heart Raid with Cook, said
that an emphasis was placed on
working with local groups.
“In working with these groups,
we’re trying to focus on the concept of thinking globally and acting locally,” Burkhart said.
Local marginalized groups,
Cook said, are often forgotten
when thinking of global crises.
Thus, the “think global and act
local” effort is fitting.
Along with working with local groups, the art auction will
have a local emphasis as well.
“The way the silent auction
works is that we’re having artists – primarily Hope students
– submit work to be auctioned
(at Heart Raid),” Burkhart said.
Both Burkhart and Cook see
see HEART RAID, page 6

Round two: VWS hosts celebrated authors
The series does it again with uncommon and refreshing voices

Arts Editor

Andy Mozina

Biting Lit — It is
no holds barred when
it comes to Mozina’s
controversial writing.

Ander Monson

Fresh & quirky —

Monson takes his writing to the next level and
never lays flat or dry.

The Jack Ridl Visiting Writers Series invites its second set
of authors this season to speak
on themselves and their works
Monday, Oct. 27 at the Knickerbocker Theatre.
This month’s guest writers,
Ander Monson and Andy Mozina, are both winners of the 2008
Great Lakes College Association
New Writers Award. The two
critically acclaimed professors
are expected to bring heady and
stirring pieces to next week’s
readings.
Ander Monson is from Upper Michigan. He is the author
of three books: Other Electricities ( 2005), Vacationland (2005),
and Neck Deep and Other Predicaments (2007). He is also editor and designer of the atypical
online magazine DIAGRAM, as
well as editor of the widely published New Michigan Press.
Monson’s writing contains
inspirations from his life in
Michigan, Illinois, Iowa, the deep
South and Saudi Arabia. He has
an MFA from the University of
Alabama. Widely published in
literary magazines, he lives in
Grand Rapids with his wife. His
collection of essays Neck Deep
and Other Predicaments won the
2006 Graywolf Press Nonfiction
Prize. In a starred review of Neck
Deep, Publishers Weekly noted
Monson as “an original new voice
(who) offers a parade of quirky,

at times avant-garde methods for ate degree from Northwestern
exploring his obsessions with ev- in economics, Mozina went on
erything from frisbee golf . . . to to law school before earning his
car washes . . . to the lost art of M.A. in creative writing from
sending telegrams.”
Boston University. He obtained
Monson has also received his Ph.D. in English and Amerithe Christopher Isherwood can literature from Washington
Foundation fellowship in 2007 University in St. Louis and has
and the Knox College Junior worked as associate professor
Alumni Achievement Award of English at Kalamazoo College
in 2008. He currently lives in since 1999.
Tucson, Arizona, and teachMozina has published short
es at University of Arizona. stories in literary magazines
Also reading on Monday will including Tin House, Fence,
be Andy Mozina. His latest works Alaska Quarterly Review, Misinclude The Women Were Leav- sissippi Review, The Massachuing the Men,
setts Review,
published
by
and
many
Wayne
State
more.
His
University Press
short fiction
Mozina has a knack
as part of their
collection
for hitting perfect
“Made in MichThe Women
details and
igan” series. In
Were Leava review of The
ing the Men
quirk-levels.
Women Were
was a final— Tim Feeney
Leaving
the
ist for the
Dalkey Archive Press
Mary McMen, Tim FeeCarthy Prize
ney of Dalkey
Archive Press
in
Short
said that “Mozina has a lively, Fiction. His short story bearing
engaging voice and a knack for the same title received special
hitting perfect details and quirk- mention in The Pushcart Prize,
levels, the sort of truths you’ve 2006 edition and was named a
always felt but never thought.” distinguished story in The Best
Novelist Laura Kasischke calls American Short Stories 2005.
the collection “both humorous
Mozina lives in Kalamazoo
and haunting” and notes that with his wife and daughter.
“Mozina posseses both an ironic
There will be a Q-&-A
sensibility and a real compassion with the writers at 3 p.m. in
for characters in their human the Herrick Room of the Deconditions.”
Witt Center. All are welcome.
see VWS, page 6
Receiving his undergradu-

“

“
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This Week In Art
Thursday
dANCEpROjECt

Oct. 23

Knickerbocker Theatre, 8 p.m.
$7 reg, $5 senior citizens & students

Oliphant Cartoons

Through Saturday, Nov. 22
De Pree Art Center 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sunday
Faculty Recital

Oct. 26

Wichers Auditorium 3 p.m.
Admission is free

Monday
Oct. 27
Visiting Writers Series
Andy Mozina and Ander Monson
Knickerbocker Theater 6:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Knitting Club

Oct. 28

Phelps multicultural room
8 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

In Brief
danceproject
to perform
The dANCEpROjECt dance
company will present its fall
concert Thursday-Saturday, Oct.
23-25, at 8 p.m. at the Knickerbocker Theatre in downtown
Holland.
dANCEpROjECt will share
the stage with guest artists Hiroko Maeda and dancers from
Osaka, Japan for three nights of
performance.
The program includes two
premieres from choreographer/
dancer Hiroko Maeda..
The company will also present four scenes from director
Steven Iannacone based on his
“Edge of a New Order.”
Tickets are $7 for regular
admission, $5 for senior citizens and students, and free for
children under 12, and may be
obtained at the ticket office in
the college’s DeVos Fieldhouse.
Tickets will also be sold at the
door, which opens at 7:30 p.m

Book Co-Edited by Hope
Professer Honored
A book co-edited by Dr. Anne
Larsen of the Hope College
French faculty is receiving two
awards later this month.
The book, the “Encyclopedia
of Women in the Renaissance:
Italy, France, and England,” is
being honored by the Society
for the Study of Early Modern
Women as the best collaborative project published in 2007
and is receiving the 2008 Roland Bainton Prize for Reference
Works”from the Sixteenth Century Society and Conference.
The awards will be presented
during the two annual meetings,
which are being held jointly
Thursday-Sunday, Oct. 23-26, in
St. Louis, Mo.
It is the second year that
Larsen has received recognition
from the Society for the Study
of Early Modern Women. In
the fall of 2007, she received the
society’s Translation or Teaching Edition Award for her book
From Mother and Daughter: Poems, Dialogues, and Letters of
Les Dames des Roches.
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Have you Heard?

Artist: Ani DiFranco
Genre: Folk Rock
Album: Red Letter Year
Released: Sept. 30, 2008

Feminist icon, bisexual divorcée
and renowned folk singer Ani DiFranco
has recently released her 18th album,
Red Letter Year. Ever the overachiever,
DiFranco has released an album a year
since 1990, in addition to fourteen live
albums and two books of poetry.
“Red Letter Year” takes some time
off from Difranco’s signature finger picking in favor of strings and
jazz backbeats. Her uplifting optimism takes center stage on tracks
like “Landing Gear,” where Difranco promises, “You’re gonna love
this world if it’s the last thing I do.”

Bria Berger reviews Ani DiFranco’s latest album

Motherhood, insecurity and humanity are central subjects, chronicling
DiFranco’s pregnancy and birth of her
first child in 2007. The father, Mike
Napolitano, also helped produce “Red
Letter Year.”
DiFranco became well known in
the mid-90’s among politically aware
college students who admired her
honesty. DiFranco was never afraid
to mix the personal with the political. On “Alla This” she makes her
stance on the war clear, singing, “And
I can’t support the troops, ’cause every last one of them’s being duped.”

On the same track she delves
into religion, explaining her atheistic views with lyrics on the insanity of praying to a male god.
“Red Letter Year” is a welcome break
from the techno-heavy hits constantly
circulating the airwaves. DiFranco’s
self-doubting and religious questions
invite listeners to focus on the universal
struggles all people share rather than
the political beliefs that tear us apart.
Reviews published here are reflections of
the opinions of the individual writers and not
necessarily of the Anchor staff as a whole.

Artists raise
AIDS awareness

w HEART RAID, from page 5
that this is a great way for Hope
students to become involved
with the HIV/AIDS crisis.
“It is really easy in the face of
an epidemic to be intimidated
and not take action,” Burkhart
said. “But we want to stress
that it is possible to make a difference even as students.”

VWS continued
w VWS, from page 5

Readings start at 7 p.m. at the
Knickerbocker Theatre preceded with a performance by
Hope College Jazz Ensemble
at 6:30 p.m. Admission is free.
Additional information may
be obtained online by visiting
www.hope.edu/vws.

AMBS
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“Seminary is about so much more
than acquiring information. It is
about formation.”— Cara, AMBS Master of

Arts student, with Kelbessa, Master of Divinity student

Located in Elkhart, Ind.

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary

has graduate programs in ministry and theological studies.
For more information, visit www.ambs.edu or speak with AMBS admissions
counselor Jeffrey Newcomer Miller when he visits Hope tomorrow, October 23.
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How do you like them apples?
Brittany Adams & Magdalene Reishus
Features Editor & Assistant Features Editor

O

n Thursday, October 9, a couple of
the Anchor staff made a trip to check
out some of the apples of Michigan
at Crane Orchards. Crane Orchards in Fennville, Mich., is one of 950 family-run orchards
in Michigan (outside of the Upper Peninsula).
Apples are actually the most dominant and
prominent fruit produced in Michigan. Red
Delicious, Golden Delicious, and Gala apples
are the most popular, although Honeycrisp
apples are getting a large fan following. Apples
are such an important part of Michigan that the
state’s flower is the Apple Blossom and there
even is a Michigan Apple Queen.
By the time Brittany Adams and Magdalene
Reishus arrived at the u-pick, Western Michigan had eaten up most of the crop. Left for
picking were Ida Red, Golden Delicious, Mutsu,
and Cortland apples, as well as a few bins of
others, including Jonathans. Brittany and Maggie tasted each of the five varieties, and below
are their findings.

Ida
Red

Golden
Delicious

B: The Ida Red apple was a forgettable
apple, neither terrible nor great. It was a little
juicy, a little tart, and had a pretty red peel.
M: The Ida Red apple was the grainiest of
them all. While the flesh was sweet, it left an
odd feel in my mouth. In my nose, however, it
smelled like fall. A good apple, but not great.

Cortland

B: I grew up on the Golden Delicious and
thought it would be a taste bud trip down
Memory Lane. I was expecting a light and
sweet taste to match the sunny color of its peel.
However, it did not live up to its name. Not
only was it not delicious, it was bland. Overall,
I was disappointed.
M: This apple, the first of my attempts at
apple tasting expertise, surprised me with its
slight tart – almost like a green Granny Smith.
It wasn’t bland, though wasn’t sweet.

Mutsu
Jonathan

Sources:
www.michiganhistorymagazine.com
www.michiganapples.com
www.wmta.org

M: Typically used for cooking, the Cortland’s
scent of fall and apple cider fooled me into thinking the flesh would be magnificent; it was not.
Raw, the extremely white fruit was bland, but
when cooked in my mom’s Apple Brown Betty, I
was once again in apple heaven.
B: I had high hopes for this apple since I really
liked its rustic red peel and expected a strong
color to lead to strong taste. To be fair, the Cortland was slightly sweet and sour, but its density
tended to trump both of those flavors and leave
the apple lacking. However, I could tell it would
taste great with cinnamon.

B: The Mutsu apple also has a pretty
yellow peel, but tastes much sweeter
than the Golden Delicious. It is soft and
juicy, making for a great apple.
M: The Mutsu apple also was a bit
grainy, lacking in the taste arena and
winning in chalky texture – not something I typically like in my fruit. The
majority of the taste was just skin. Not
the best apple I’ve ever had.

B: This was the most potent of all the
apples. Each bite was a burst of flavor.
However, the skin was a bit thick, making each bite a little less pleasant than it
could have been.
M: This slice of Jonathan apple was
like eating on Cloud 9 of apple heaven.
It was sweet, yet tart. Juicy but not overripe. I loved it.
Page Design by Gina Holder
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Change for tradition’s sake
A Modest Proposal
As we approach the end of October,
I happily anticipate two of my favorite
parts of the season: Halloween, and this
semester’s Ranchor, the Hope College
satire newspaper. Like Halloween in the
public school system, the Ranchor has a
reputation for rousing both hilarity and
controversy. While some may accuse
Halloween and the Ranchor alike of being unnecessary trouble-makers, I embrace both traditions for what they truly
are: a welcome break from monotony, a
mad dash for sweets, and an opportunity
to dress up in a way that would normally
earn you immediate social exile.
It’s true that satire walks a very fine
line between offensive and funny. The
juxtaposition is strange and alluring,
which perhaps explains why our culture
is obsessed with it. Satire plays such a
huge part in our generation’s humor that
it pervades even our political discussions. According to CNN, a 2004 poll
found that “21 percent of people aged 18
to 29 cited ‘The Daily Show’ and ‘Saturday Night Live’ as a place where they
regularly learned presidential campaign
news.” No doubt that percentage has risen since the poll was conducted, because
Tina Fey’s imitation of Sarah Palin is
earning SNL a 50 percent increase in ratings, according to the New York Times.
While it would probably take a book
or two to answer this question adequately, I’ll ask it anyway in this column:
why? Why do we prefer satirical news to
“real” news? Why does Saturday Night
Live’s Weekend Update segment coax
consistent laughs from the audience,
even when the skits have been a bust?
The satire that glues us to the television
during “The Colbert Report” and “Saturday Night Live” is not just meaningless
goofiness: it’s funny because it’s partly
true.
Of course, when we poke fun at political figures, noone’s feelings get hurt

Katie Bennett

Columnist

November 4 can’t
come soon enough
For an election year filled with firsts,
the news coverage has been no different.
A role that was once dominated by the 24hour news networks is now controlled by
more entertaining sources. The public has
grown tired of the rhetoric and pessimism
and turned to the lighter options of the always reliable “Daily Show” and “Colbert
Report.” These two, along with “Saturday Night Live” have teamed up to create

The

Katie Bennett
Ashley DeVecht
Emily West
Amy Soukup
Sam Ogles
Amanda Gernentz
Brittany Adams
Magdalene Reishus

Marathon man

Co Editor-in-Chief

some of the most ingenious and insightful
looks into both campaigns. Hopefully,
these fresh ideas will be able to combat the
gloom that has pervaded both candidates’
campaigns and threatens to pollute an already sullied race.
This shift may seem drastic, but at this
point who is surprised? The usual disgust
many people experience has been exponentially increased with the lack of considerate
or captivating commercials. In a frantic attempt to reach any remaining undecided
voters, campaigns have abandoned trying
to convey their candidate’s strengths and
have instead turned to pointing out how the
other candidate will get you killed. Debate
tactics have dissolved into spectacles of
mindless accusations, with occasional interruptions to mention Joe the plumber.
The tone that many attack ads and stump
speeches have taken is also very concerning. It is no wonder people have turned

RJ Casey
Columnist

I’ve never run a marathon, but
I’ve run a marathon. Sure, most
of my opinions on this matter
stem from repeated viewings of
“Chariots of Fire,” but I get it.
I get the distance, the sweat, the
nipple chafing: and it just never sounded like my cup of electrolyteinfused tea.
These were all my thoughts before I got hurled into the world of running.
My girlfriend has been training for nearly 37 months (just a guesstimate)
and this has made me realize that the closest I have ever been to a marathon
is the time I watched nine episodes of “The Cosby Show” in a row. She will
be participating in the Detroit Marathon this upcoming weekend, and I am
extremely confident that she will massacre those 26.2 miles. (Yep, it is now
a few days past. You must understand that my writing is not shackled by
the realm of the space-time continuum.) The only person I am really worried about in this situation is myself. We went to the Chicago marathon last
weekend to scope out the scene, and it all became clear to me. I have not
trained enough for this.
Masses of friends and family were huddled along the fence line applauding, rooting, screaming, breaking blood vessels for their runner at every
turn. How am I going to cheer on my girlfriend with such tenacity? I
need to find a balance between efficient and annoying (a guttural Pull chant
meets Gilbert Gottfried hybrid, perhaps?) for the sake of other spectators
and my vocal chords. What would I shout? “Go!” and “Run!” are played
out, aren’t they? “Vamos” would be exceedingly amusing to shout, but I
don’t know if I could do justice to that nifty upside down exclamation point
with words alone.
A sign or t-shirt also seemed like a must. In Chicago, spectators wore
clothing with names of participants on them and held huge posters with the
pictures of the runners glued and glittered to the front. Since I don’t know
any good long distance running jokes and I am on an endless quest to remain
witty, I knew coming up with a quip to write on a shirt would cause me to
lose sleep. So for this race, t-shirts are out. I never really comprehended the
posters either. Why would someone who is plodding through the 22nd mile
want to see a poster with their face peering back at them? I could snatch the
mirror off the bathroom wall and hold it over my head for the same effect.
Due to my constant state of silly inner turmoil and having slight panic attacks in the proximity of hard core race fans, I have concluded that my best
bet is to just see what happens. I’ll probably be wearing a pair of old jeans
and a plaid shirt (my entire wardrobe) without anything hilarious written on
it. I’m positive I will be applauding heartily, but there will be no placard for
me to raise up over my head. The only thing I can promise is that during the
beginning, middle, and end of the race, I will be supporting my girlfriend in
the best way I know how: by just being there for her. ¡Vamos, Ann!

(except the politicians’ themselves. I
imagine most of them are advised to stay
away from SNL to avoid complete nervous breakdowns). But the fact is that
satire writing was ruffling feathers long
before celebrities and vice presidents.
One of the most famous satires in history, Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal,” earned him plenty of enemies. The
essay points out England’s callous treatment of the poor Irish by suggesting that
Irish babies be eaten to solve hunger and
over-population. Even when read today,
nearly 300 years later, it burns a bit going down. But you can’t help but laugh
grimly as Swift proposes various recipes
for baby. That’s absurd. That’s disgusting. That’s not that far from the truth.
Cultural attitudes were nearly that cruel.
Unlike Jonathan Swift, the writers in
the Ranchor aren’t up against huge class
wars and cultural upheaval. Their goals
are generally no more ambitious than
making people laugh- and they certainly
do not aim to offend anyone, students or
administration alike. So here is my modest proposal: in light of SNL’s growing
popularity and the upcoming Ranchor,
I would like to suggest a new way of
reading and watching satire: if something seems to scrape a little, if something seems to strike a chord, certainly
if something makes you laugh out loud
in an empty room, ask why. The humor
in satire might just point our thoughts to
something important.
Katie would like to remind everyone
to read the Ranchor next Wednesday and
dress up for Halloween. She’s not sure
what her costume will be yet, but if her
roommates dress up as Star Wars characters, she’ll probably be Hans Solo.

Indifferent Karma
Eric Anderson

Prune juice and diplomas

RJ Casey is now a big marathon fan, but still gets a “runner’s high” from climbing a flight of stairs.

to other sources when Obama ads sound
like erectile dysfunction commercials and
McCain ads sound like parents who are
too worried about the crew their child is
hanging with. The worst part of all is that
this new tone seems to be resonating with
the public. As Election Day draws closer,
people are growing more apprehensive that
their candidate will lose, and this apprehension leads to desperation. This desperation
combines with the fear that your candidate
will lose and forms a perfect storm of ignorance.
Suddenly, claims that were once deemed
ridiculous now have merit. Nobody gave
any thought to the claim that Obama is a
terrorist a month ago, but thanks to the
moronic claims by Sarah Palin, people are
getting angered over not only this, but also
irrelevant and uninformed claim that he is
Arab. When Palin makes these heinous
claims, she perpetuates the problems of

our electoral process and humiliates proud
Alaskan moose-hunting hockey moms.
Whatever the outcome of this election, I
just hope the public can realize some truths
about these candidates. It will be difficult
because the truth has become so muddled,
but let me point a few things out. John
McCain is not older than time itself and
will probably not start a nuclear war with
every nation who keeps him up past his 6
p.m. bedtime. At the same time, Obama
isn’t going to channel Karl Marx and turn a
universal healthcare package into a Marxist revolution. What we should all really
be worried about is that both of these men,
after enduring what they have for the past
six months, still want to be president. To
me, that is the scariest fact of all.
Eric Anderson empathizes or sympathizes with people who don’t know the difference between empathy and sympathy..
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Voices

Letters to the Editor

Happy hours in Holland
To the Editors:
As my ninth and final Hope semester
concludes, there is a bit of practical and
monetary wisdom I’d like to impart. I
have laboriously (and not-so-soberly)
evaluated the downtown restaurant and
bar scene with the best of intentions:
to provide you with a day-by-day map
of cheap dates and bargain bars. The
following restaurants have neither paid
me or my tab to receive recognition, for
they are deserving all on their own.
Monday features the Curragh with
$1.50 Coors and LaBatts. Down the
street, Butch’s has its almost nightly
happy hour with $3 well drinks (if you
don’t know what that is, you shouldn’t
be out). Monday is usually a slower
night of the week; don’t expect much
in the way of a “wild night” out.
Tuesday is not much of an improvement over Monday, except for the Curragh’s Green Bottle night, where every
drink in said verde container is a mere
$2. Down the road, Boatwerks surprisingly hosts $1 drafts of anything and
half off its delicious pizzas from 9 p.m.
to midnight plus live music. Butch’s
continues its happy hour, and the world
continues to spin at a slow pace.
Wednesday may be hump day at
work, but it’s Stein Night in Holland,
and it’s arguably the week’s biggest bar
scene. New Holland Brewery (NHB)
invites all of-agers to bring their own
bludgeoning and obnoxious steins to be
filled with NHB specialties for only $5.
Across the street, the Curragh keeps at
it with $1.50 domestic drafts (not selective service), and Butch’s again holds
the expected happy hour. A new con-

tender to the week is 84 East with its
tasty meatball sliders ($2) and cheap
well drinks. Although there is no deal
at Parrots, students still crash the “dirty
bird” like its an all-you-can-sleaze-buffet. To help combat the ferocious appetite that such voluminous socializing
creates, Gregordog is open to 3 a.m.
(processed beef parts have never tasted
so satisfying).
Thursday is a tough sell after
Wednesday, especially when accounting for one’s lack of funds. The Curragh invites patrons to ‘drink like an
Irishman’ which means that instead of
forking over a car-payment for a Guinness, it only costs a dollar less. Butch’s
(I’m sounding repetitive now) has its
last happy hour of the week.
Friday and Saturday are 84 East’s
hands down. While the other restaurants resume regular prices, 84 East
has $3 martinis and cheap appetizers
including mozzarella sticks, artichoke
dip, and wings. The Curragh may try to woo
you with their martini specials, but at $4, it’s
a minor luxury many can’t afford.
You may have noticed a weekday
omission. Just like the “days of the
week” underpants, there is no Sunday, but hopefully after November
4th, Ottawa County voters will finally
APPROVE Sunday alcohol sales. Despite its initial “Say YES to Sunday”
campaign, voters must actually vote
“NO” to allow Sunday alcohol sales.
However, above all else, remember to
save your health as you’re saving cash;
please eat and drink responsibly so we
can enjoy the many nights to come.
		
		
Joe Seymour (’08)
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From the inside out
Twenty-six point two

Ann Green
Photo Editor

Thirty-seven months—yes, that seems
about right. Collectively, I’ve run enough
miles to get me to the northern border of
Tennessee. My alarm wakes up my sweet
roommate and the creaking old stairs of VanDrezer disturb the rest of our haunted house
when I roll out of bed for a Sunday morning nor have I even attempted to join the crossrun. The crazies of this town are usually up, country team. I am not a “runner,” so why
and I may or may not carry mace with me. bother?
Either way, I can outrun any psycho (but the
To me, there is something satisfying
acorn-throwing squirrels, heel-seeking pup- about stretching myself to the extreme. Folpies, and suicidal flies are inexhaustible). So lowing a strict program is both physically
why do I submit my body to such abuse at and mentally demanding - but I’ve loved al5:30 a.m. in the morning? If Hal (marathon most every mile. I don’t want to look back
trainer extraordinaire) says I should run 12 in some 50 years with feelings of nostalgia,
miles throughout the week, then I have to fit wishing that I had my knees back. Our
it into my schedule somehow.
grandparents tell us that this is our prime,
Even though I have stuck to this regimen, and I think it’s time that we stop aspiring
there have been many times that I’ve asked and start inspiring: be an example to others
myself “Is this worth it?” We (referring to through your own successes.
another columnist and myself) decided to
I challenge the idea that “life is what you
find this out by cheering on our friend, Em- make it.” If, for example, “The Godfather”
ily, during the Chicago Marathon. We op- runs you over, or the bookstore thief steals
timistically assumed
your most prized text, your life is
that her experience
not what you made it. You have to
would benefit our
act on what is thrown at you, and
...there is something
own. Watching the
we are all capable of doing so. I
45,000 runners at mile
suggest, rather, that you make the
satisfying about
seven was encouragmost of what you’ve got. Take the
stretching myself to
ing as the masses of
gray (and white) matter in your
the extreme.
bobbing heads were
head and do something with it.
still packed together
Make goals that will stick. Elimiand looking fresh. The scene at the finish nate distractions. Be determined. And yes,
line, however, initially sent pain to my al- then even you could run a marathon.
ready-aching knees; but the outstretched
Ann would like to thank the friends
arms and smiling faces quickly reassured
who
drove the distance and the others who
me that the weeks of training would indeed
showered
her with gifts. She also empabe worth it.
thizes
with
her boyfriend - it must have
Since then I’ve been questioned persisbeen
an
exhausting
experience for him.
tently about my goals and anxiety, which
has made me think a lot about my reasons
for attempting this crazy feat. I was never
on the track to following Jackie Joyner,
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Season for change: GLBT at Hope
To the Editors:
While this statement that I am trying to
make is very personal and significant to
my life, I write this with the intention that
even though it is very emotionally intense,
it will not be dismissed. I do not wish to
offend any one person’s beliefs and I am
not one to judge those who disagree with
any lifestyle associated with this statement.
But I am not afraid to note that, regardless
of any person’s personal opinion, the lack
of representation of any minority student is
not only unlawful but un-Christian-like.
To the point, Hope College does not
have a very positive track record with representing the GLBT presence on campus.
For years, the GLBT community has
struggled to gain the same rights, recognition, and representation as any other campus organization at Hope College. Discussions and forums have continued with the
desire to officially represent gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transgender students at Hope.
Unfortunately, these “talks” have proved to
be unsuccessful in gaining official group
status recognition.
Hope always seems to find a way around

allowing the GLBT community to sponsor and actively run the Gay/Straight Forum (GSF) and GLOBE groups. Because
certain authorities fear donor withdrawal
from college funding, official recognition
and allowance of these groups on campus
is not tolerated. Cowards! Since when can
a monetary value be placed on the inalienable rights of Hope’s gay population? For
more information about the fear of irreparably damaging Hope College’s reputation
and status as an educational institution by
supporting homosexual students at Hope,
please contact the President’s Office where
the following statement originated in
2005: “Hope is dependent on enrollment
and gifts to drive the college financially.
When people are displeased with what we
do, their only recourse is to exercise their
options with regard to enrollment and gifting. Several have indicated their intention
to do so.”
So, instead of formally recognizing
“GSF” or “GLOBE,” Hope’s administration has given the Hope GLBT community
the “Sexuality Roundtable.” This group,
which sometimes makes you think of the
Knights of the Roundtable and Camelot,

is run mainly in part by the Chapel staff.
In this group, discussion is based around
pornography, masturbation, and homosexuality. While this may be a very beneficial
group to have on campus, does Hope really believe that full representation can be
reached through this? If they do, then they
are sadly mistaken. The GLBT community
deserves to have a group to call their own,
just as other formally recognized campus
organizations and clubs: African American Students and the Black Student Union,
Hope’s Asian Community and HAPA or
the Japan Club, Latino Students and La
Raza Unida.
The argument justifying Hope’s policy
on not formally recognizing GLBT groups
on the basis of its rights as a privately governed institution is contemptible. When human rights come into play, any sensible, let
alone Christian person can recognize what
is right and what is wrong.
As I continued to look into the problems
of the GLBT Community versus Hope
College, I thought about how in the past,
fingers have been pointed at our Dean of
Students and Dean of Chapel for unjust
representation of gays. But I believe them
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to be better people than the organizations
that they serve. Their hearts are in the right
place. Instead, it is higher up the pyramid
that I look to for grave injustices inflicted
upon homosexual students at Hope. These
authorities are meager excuses for the roles
defined as “leaders” and “shapers” of Hope
College. I am uncertain whether their hearts
are truly with the cause for righteousness
among the GLBT community of Hope College. But I am sure of one thing: a season
of change is here and they can’t ignore it
anymore.
Finally, to those who I know are supportive of the cause for full representation
of homosexual students of Hope College,
I urge you to act. While you are sitting in
your office, teaching from your classroom,
or socializing in your cluster or commons
area, we are there. We are misunderstood,
mocked, ridiculed, misrepresented, and ignored. We can only do so much. I ask that
you remember the fight which we are fighting. I ask for your help in this season of
change.
		
		
Seth Carlson (’10)
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Political cartoonist Patrick
Oliphant featured in De Pree
Hope College Press ReleaseHope College is featuring the
exhibition “Leadership: Oliphant
Cartoons and Sculpture from the
Bush Years” in the gallery of the
De Pree Art Center from Friday,
Oct. 17, through Saturday, Nov.
22.
There was an opening reception featuring artist Patrick Oliphant at the gallery on Friday, Oct.
17, from 5 p.m. to 7 pm.
This exhibit features the work
of one of the greatest political
cartoonists. Australian-born Patrick Oliphant, world-renowned
for his fearless, caustic portrayals for America’s most prominent
peoples and events, will be showing cartoons, sketches, oversized
caricatures, and sculptures in
bronze and wax.
Oliphant uses traditional artistic devices, like caricature
and hierarchy of size, to illustrate a complex variety of ideas.
The “bad” characters of his cartoons are huge with the “flesh of
pride, the obesity of power” (P.J.
O’Rourke). The “good” are small,
often seen conversing with the
wise and ironic “Punk” the penguin. Punk represents the voice
of reason, that which should in-

spire our actions as we watch the
events in Washington unfold. The
good characters are often out of
action, inviting the uncertainty
of whether this detachment is by
choice or consequence.
Designed to correspond with
the U.S. presidential election, the
show invites the members of the
audience to reflect on their current political choices. The exhibition focuses on the Bush administration, but also includes images
of the current candidates and past
administrations.
James Billington of the Library of Congress wrote, “Editorial cartoons are part of the political discourse of our democratic
society... We recognize these as
enduring contributions whether
the particular message pleases us
or not... Pat Oliphant is such a
master.”
The De Pree Art Center is located at 160 E. 12th St., on Columbia Avenue at 12th Street.
The regular gallery hours are
Mondays through Saturdays from
10 a.m. until 5 p.m.; and Sundays
from 1 p.m. until 5 p.m. Gallery
hours may be reduced during
breaks and holidays. The gallery
is handicapped accessible.

Letter to the Editor

Another type of American service
To the Editors:

I make every day, and because
of that choice I remain less eduI am writing in response to Sam cated. This is not to say that I am
Ogles’ Oct. 8 column regarding a genetically predispositioned to be
meritocracy. I, too, am a student unable to make informed choices
of political science and a skeptic about the president, it is simply
of the voting qualifications of the that I have other priorities at this
American public. I would like to moment. This is not a point of
expand on Sam’s proposal, and shame for me.
maybe even temper it a bit.
It is our right as Americans to
The way I see it is not that we vote. Some say it is our duty, but
are genetically predispositioned to along with that duty is to be an
either be an educated voter or not, informed voter. We are not doit’s that realistically, we are not ing our duty by showing up on
capable of making fully informed Election Day simply to vote party
decisions. I have an overwhelm- lines because that’s what our paring work load this semester, and ents do. By all means, I encourthough I am fascinated by this age political participation. Please
election, I simply do not have the get involved in your community.
time to be an educated
Support
voter. I have watched
safer bicydebates and seen the
cling paths,
TV ads, gone to see
vote no to
We are not doing our
Hope political science
continuduty by showing up
professors debate the
ing Ottawa
to vote party lines...
election, and done a bit
County pro—Brittney Jatzo
of research on the canhibition, and
didates’ websites, but
write letters
that does not mean that
to your repI have the knowledge necessary to resentative. But don’t consider
vote. As Sam said in his article, yourself politically aware bebeing a president has to be more cause you voted for the president
than sound bytes of meaningless based on what you heard on CNN
phrases. Anyone who has heard or Fox News. This November,
the term “maverick” has to agree. exercise your right to be a college
I would love to be an informed student, getting an education and
voter, and maybe someday I will putting yourself in the top 25 perbe, but right now, I have papers to cent of the nation. You’re already
write and internship hours to log, doing a service to the American
and beyond that I like to spend public.
time with friends and walk my
dog. I choose, like many of you,
Brittney Jatzo (’09)
to stay out of the political scene.
I don’t campaign. I don’t make
the phone calls. I don’t even have
a bumper sticker. It is a choice
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Soccer shoots for MIAA championship
James Ralston
Sports Editor

With the second half of
the MIAA season in front of
them, Hope College’s men’s
soccer team continues to look
strong. The team defeated Alma
College 2-0 on Oct. 14 and then
continued their winning ways
against Kalamazoo College with
a 3-1 win Oct. 18.
Leading the way for the
Dutchmen on the season is Jack
Abe (’09) with seven goals and
three assists. Also of note is
Mitchell Currie (’09) who was
honored as the MIAA defensive
player of the week due to his
strong defensive efforts in the
games against Kalamazoo and
Alma.
With six games remaining
in the MIAA season Hope sits
one game behind rival Calvin
College in the MIAA standings.
They will face Calvin again Nov.
1 at home.

Sports Editor

The rivalry between Hope
College and Calvin College
gained notoriety Friday night
when DeVos Fieldhouse housed
the largest crowd in Division III
volleyball regular season history
as the Dutch squared off against
the Knights. DeVos housed 2,307
fans, easily topping the previous
mark of 1,850 set in 2000 when

Senior Staff Writer

Assistant Hope College
women’s
basketball
coach
Morgan Hughes has begun a
2-year-long internship at Hope
that is funded through a grant
from the NCAA. Hughes, a
2007 Hope graduate, will assist
athletic directors Eva Dean
Folkert and Ray Smith as well as
women’s basketball coach Brian
Morehouse during the entire
internship.
As an intern, Hughes will
help Folkert and Smith plan and
organize various Hope sporting
events as well as hire workers for
sporting events. As an assistant
women’s
basketball
coach,
Hughes will assist the team
in practices, games, scouting,
recruiting, technology needs
and administrative work.
Since
beginning
the
internship in August, Hughes
has also been appointed
as the advisor of “Athletes
Coming Together,” which was
formerly known as the StudentAthlete Advisory Committee.
Athletes Coming Together
is a committee comprised
of student-athletes that are
nominated by their coaches to
represent their athletic team.
Committee members serve as a
liaison between student-athletes
and the Hope College athletic
department administration.
Meanwhile, as an assistant

Wednesday
Men’s Soccer

Saturday
Football

Oct. 22

Nov. 1

vs. Olivet 1 p.m.

Men’s Soccer
vs Calvin 2 p.m.

In Brief
women’s soccer

Photo by Alison Garza

strong kick— Shaun Groetsema (’12) digs in for a kick against Kalamazoo College. Hope
won the game 3-1 and face Olivet College at home tonight.

Roanoke
College
defeated
Washington & Lee University.
The crowd witnessed a tough
back and forth match up as the
teams battled for the win. The
Dutch ended up falling short in
the fifth set, 13-15.
Hope lost the first set 20-25,
after falling behind early they
were not able to make up the
deficit. The team came back
strong in the second set, with a

commanding 25-23 win. Hope
continued to rally in the next set,
coming out on top 25-18, but
lost the next 13-25.
The back and forth battle
culminated in an evenly matched
fifth set up to 15 points. In this
final battle Hope fell just short,
losing 13-15.
The team still holds on to
their lead in the MIAA with an
11-1 record.

Volleyball Hosts
Midwest Invitational
Friday, Oct. 31, Alma College,
4:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 31, Heidelberg
College, 7 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 1, Kalamazoo
College, 11 a.m.
Saturday, Nov. 1, BaldwinWallace College 1:30 p.m.

Hope alumnus captures prestigious NCAA internship
Chris Lewis

This Week In Sports
vs. Olivet 4 p.m.

Volleyball demolishes attendance record
James Ralston

11

basketball coach, Hughes will
have an opportunity to travel
with the women’s basketball
team during its home and
away games. Hughes will also
be able to travel around the
country as a recruiter for the
team throughout her internship
experience. Finally, Hughes
will attend various nationwide
conventions and conferences
during the next two years.
Hughes’ passion for sports led
her to consider the internship
experience.
“I
love
working
with
students, I love athletics and I
love basketball. This internship
combines all three of the things
that I love and I get paid for it.
What could be better?” Hughes

said.
Hughes is hoping to continue
to expand her knowledge at
Hope College while also giving
back to the Hope community
through the talents she has been
blessed with.
“The internship will give me
a chance to learn from two very
successful athletic directors and
a successful women’s basketball
coach,” Hughes said. “I would
not have stayed around at Hope
if I did not think I still had more
to learn and to contribute. It just
seemed like the right (place) at
the right time and I have been
very happy with the decision.”
Hughes’ internship has been
funded though a grant from the
NCAA. The grant is known as the

Photo courtesy Hope Public Relations

key assist— Morgan Hughes (far left) poses with the other

women’s basketball coaches.

Ethnic Minority and Women’s
Internship Grant Program.
“A goal of the NCAA (is)
to open doors for women and
minorities to be able to work at
the Division III collegiate level,”
Hughes said.
In the meantime, during the
internship, Hughes has been
impacted by the guidance of
Coach Morehouse.
“I have learned a lot from him
the past five years and I look
forward to learning more and
to contributing more during the
next two years, “ Hughes said.
“Coach Morehouse has (led) me
to where I am today.”
During
her
internship,
Hughes is hoping to increase
her knowledge and to gain
experience in athletic directing
and coaching at the collegiate
level. Hughes is currently
focused solely on her internship
at Hope and does not have any
exact plans for the future once
she completes the internship.
“I have learned at this point
in my life that I can’t plan the
future, but the idea is to continue
to work in Division III athletics
as an athletic director and/or
coach,” Hughes said. “I will
see what is available when the
time comes, but right now I am
more focused on my job here,
learning as much as possible
and contributing as much as I
can to make Hope a great place
to be.”

The Flying Dutch have had a
very successful second half of the
season, pulling out wins both on
the road and at home. Though
the team dropped a game to opponent Adrian in overtime this
past weekend, they held onto
second place in the MIAA and
are currently 11-5 on the season.

cross country
In a tough field with many nationally ranked teams, the men’s
cross country team ran hard to
a 14th place finish in a 32-team
field. The women finished 15 out
of 30 in their race. The Dutchmen were led by Seth Weener
(’08) and Rob Bailey (’09). On the
women’s side, Karli Sikma (’12)
and Kate Nelson (’12) were the
top runners. The teams will next
compete in the MIAA championships on Nov. 1.

swimming
Both men’s and women’s
teams return strong swimmers
who look to lead them to a second consecutive conference
title. Both teams opened the
season with a non-scoring tri
with MIAA opponents Olivet
and Alma. The teams will open
official conference competition
on Nov. 1 against Alma.

Hockey
Just six games into the season
the Hope College hockey team
holds a strong 5-1 record. Their
lone loss came to Grand Valley
State University hockey club 36. The Dutchmen are hoping to
build off of last years fifth place
finish in the nation and 26-3 record.

MIAA
Players of the week
Men’s Soccer
Mitchell Currie (’09)
Defense
Women’s Soccer
Elizabeth Hamer (’12)
Midfield
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Golf teams wrap up fall MIAA season
Women’s golf improve on season finish
Karen Patterson

Assistant Sports Editor

As the weather cools and the
leaves continue to change colors,
many of Hope’s fall sports teams
are in the final stretch of their
seasons. Over the long weekend
of Fall Break, Oct. 10-11,
Women’s golf concluded a very
successful 2008 season.
With only three returning
players and many freshmen
players in the starting five, the
team worked hard all season,
finishing third behind Olivet
College and St. Mary’s College.
The Flying Dutch were a stroke
ahead of St. Mary’s heading into
the Conference Championships
but were unable to hang on to
their lead. Nonetheless, after
finishing fourth in the 20072008 season, finishing one place
ahead in the final standings with
such a young team bodes well
for the future.
In addition to a strong team
finish, there were individual
honors given to members of
the team. Megan Scholten (’12)
was named to the All-MIAA
First Team, and captain Cassie
Sneller (’10) was given Second
Team honors.
At the Hope Invitational
on Oct. 7, the Flying Dutch
took first in their second home
tournament. Hope ‘A’ topped
the competition, finishing at 349
strokes while Hope ‘B’ followed
them at 369.

Overall this was an extremely
successful tournament for the
team. In nine tournaments
played, the Flying Dutch never
finished lower than 5th place,
capturing first twice. Also, they
managed to stay close with St.
Mary’s and Olivet throughout
the season. Powerhouse Olivet
has captured the conference title
for the last three seasons, but
with improvement every season,
Hope’s team will look to end
their streak.
Even though the first portion
of their season has ended, the
team is not quite finished for
this school year. In the spring,
they will participate in three 18hole rounds along with the rest
of their conference to determine
the winner of automatic berth
to the NCAA tournament. Now
that the new players have had a
chance to adjust and find their
stride, the Flying Dutch hope to
come out with the low score and
qualify for the post- season for
the first time since 2004.
Despite a relative lack of
experience and many new
players, the women’s golf team
worked hard all season to finish
in the top three in the MIAA
conference. As they look to
the future, the team hopes to
use the experience gained this
year to power ahead in the
standings, qualify for the NCAA
tournament and claim future
conference championships.

Men’s Final
Results
Olivet
  299.4

Women’s Final
Results
Olivet
  329.5

Hope

  302.5

Saint Mary’s   339.0

Trine

  303.1

Albion

  308.1

Calvin

  314.1

Adrian

  317.0

Hope  

  342.2

Albion

  365.7

Trine

  369.7

Kalamazoo  370.0
Alma

  378.0

Kalamazoo  319.5

Adrian         409.0

Alma

Calvin          411.7

  323.2
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letting it fly— Megan Scholten (’12) tees off at a recent tournament. Scholten helped

lead the Flying Dutch to a third place finish in the MIAA.

Flying Dutchmen just miss conference championship
Karen Patterson

Assistant Sports Editor

At the start of the first portion
of the 2008-2009 season, the
Flying Dutchmen were coming
off of a successful trip into the
NCAA tournament where they
finished 18th as a team. With
a team split evenly between
returning players and freshmen,
the men’s golf team knew that
they could be a top performer in
the MIAA conference again.
As predicted, the team
did not disappoint, capturing
second place. While this is only
the second time in nine years
that the team has not been
conference champions, there is
much to be proud of at the close
of this season. Steven Strock
(’10) brought in top individual
honors, finishing as the league
medalist; the tenth time in the
last 11 years Hope has received
the honor.
In addition to Strock being
named to the All-MIAA First
Team, Nick Campbell (’12) was
named to the All-MIAA second
team.
Similar to their female
counterparts,
the
Flying
Dutchmen had an outstanding
season, finishing lower than
3rd only once. Though they
were unable to pull out any
tournament wins this season,
the team finished second a
remarkable six times, keeping

them in the race for the the six freshmen have done a
championship right up until the commendable job of being ready
end.
to step up when called upon.
In their final tournament
Even though they were
before the conference finals, the unable to catch Olivet, the men’s
Dutchmen showed that they are golf team had a strong season
a formidable opponent both in overall. With many of the players
and out of the MIAA, finishing returning for next season,
second at the Red Poling the Dutchmen are confident
Classic where there were both that they have what it takes to
conference and non- conference recapture the conference title
teams. Hope took second at the and reestablish themselves as
tournament, led by Campbell at the team to beat.
77 strokes and Strock at
78.
Unlike the women’s
team, the men do not
have a short spring
season to qualify for
the post-season. For
the men, the conference
champion is awarded
the automatic berth. The
Dutchmen have gone to
the NCAA tournament
the last three years now,
but will have to wait
and see if the selection
committee awards them
a spot to make it four in
a row.
Looking
to
the
future, the Dutchmen
have a good chance
of continuing their
Photo courtesy Hope Public Relations
dominating
streak
Closing
in— Steve Strock (’09)
in conference play.
lines
up
a
put
at the final MIAA ConThough they lose depth
ference
Tournament.
and experience with the
loss of three seniors,
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